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rangements can be accommodated, providing a path-Conformational Evolution:
way to either fibril array. Finally, environmental factorsThe Wiggling of Peptides that enforce peptide-peptide ordering should alter the
rate of nucleation. For example, in A10–21 [8], which main-into Amyloid
tains the (i, i  1) histidine dyad of A, rate-limiting
nucleation is eliminated by the addition of Zn2. Preor-
dering the peptide-peptide assembly around the metal
In this issue of Structure, Klimov and Thirumalai pro- center must specifically reduce the entropic barrier for
vide a first glimpse into the forming amyloid nucleus the  →  transition within the particle.
and explain divergent experimental observations of The Klimov and Thirumalai simulations provide the
amyloid self-assembly in the initial stages of amyloid first glimpses into the wiggling and wagging of peptide
formation. strands leading to compact particle assembly. All pep-
tides may not have the same propensity for assembly;
The term amyloid suggests ordered protein assemblies all particles may not undergo the transition into fibrils.
seemingly accessible to all polypeptide sequences [1]. The characterization of this “conformational evolution”
These amyloids are best known for their association into amyloid will be profound, defining the properties
with neurodegenerative maladies, including the prion and energetics of molecular entities that self-assemble
disorders, Parkinson’s disease, and Alzheimer’s disease into robust paracrystalline fibrous arrays. Practically,
(AD), stimulating considerable interest in amyloid struc- such characterization is critical to identifying chemical
ture. Largely because of their inherent insolubility, both strategies that block, rather than nucleate, fibril growth,
the fibril structure and the pathways of self-assembly opening strategies for therapeutic intervention. But,
remain elusive. Over the last few years, experimentally more generally, insight into the formation of the protein
constrained models [2, 3] for amyloid fibrils of AD have fold known as amyloid will impact our understanding of
made it possible to begin to model fibril dynamics [4, fields as diverse as protein folding, epigenetic evolution,
5]. Now, Klimov and Thirumalai have investigated the and nanoscale engineering. Computational modeling
early pathway steps for amyloid self-assembly [6]. now becomes a major contributor to these efforts.
Amyloid formation moves past secondary and tertiary
protein folds to more-complex quaternary self-assem- David G. Lynn, James P. Snyder,
bly. By selection of the small internal core domain of the Ami S. Lakdawala, Jijun Dong, and Kun Lu
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dynamics simulations in water have been achieved. The Self-Assemblies
modeling shows that peptide ordering and reordering Departments of Chemistry and Biology
is observed only with peptide-peptide association, not Emory University
with single strands. Three model strands collapse into Atlanta, Georgia 30322
small “micelle-like” particles, localizing the charged N-
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